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Why You Need to Know About Medical Coding

Medical coding affects everyone’s life, whether we realize it or not. Do these occurrences sound familiar?

You receive a bill from your doctor’s office for a “balance due,” or maybe even “past due.” You don’t remember receiving a previous bill for these charges.

Your insurance company sends you an “explanation of benefits” to tell you they are not going to pay for anything.

You are turned down for life insurance because of your “unfavorable history,” even though you have always been healthy.

Your coinsurance portion of the fees for your surgery turns out to be more than the amount you were quoted because “the code is different.”

Medical coding influences which medical services are paid, how much is paid, and whether a person is considered a “good risk” for
insurance coverage. Quite simply, if there are errors that are not understood, the individual may pay too much or, worse, may not be able to obtain health insurance coverage at all. Medical coding can have a fundamental impact on the quality of a person’s life.

Medical coding is also a dynamic career choice with growth projected at 21% through 2020.¹ Medical Coding: What It Is and How It Works will explain for you just what the title says. In a clear and straightforward manner, you will get an overview of the evolution of medical coding and all the various coding systems, how they relate to one another, and how they function. This book provides information about coding that can help you decide what the profession is all about and whether it is the right occupation for you.

For those working in the healthcare field but outside of the coding profession, this book can be of great value as well. Those involved in healthcare finance, accounting, law, business, medical practice office management, health insurance, and so on, should have a basic understanding for how medical coding works. Although these individuals do not perform hands-on coding themselves, it is important for them to understand the basic systems and processes that drive billing, reimbursement, insurance coverage determinations, and more. These folks should consider this the ideal coding book for the noncoder.

What Is Medical Coding?

Medical coding is best described as translation. The original language is the medical documentation about the diagnoses and procedures related to a patient. This information is converted, through the coding process, into a series of characters that describe the diagnoses or procedures in a standard manner.

Variations in medical language usage can be found in different geographic locales. The sophistication of terms used also varies among different types of medical personnel. Coding the language is a method of grouping medical statements with the same meaning.

Example: R55 Syncope and collapse
Includes: Blackout, fainting, syncope, vasovagal attack

Coded medical information is used for patient care, research, reimbursement, and evaluation of services.

Where to Look for Information

This book is organized into seven chapters covering all aspects of medical coding.

**Chapter 1: Medical Coding in History**
From the Black Death in 16th-century London to the multibillion-dollar price tag for the change to ICD-10-CM on October 1, 2015, coding has served as a mirror of societal conditions.

**Chapter 2: Diagnosis Coding: A Number for Every Disease**
The ICD-10-CM has more than 69,000 different diagnosis codes. This chapter will help you understand the structure and format of ICD-10-CM and the process of assigning codes to specific medical conditions.

**Chapter 3: Procedure Coding: Location, Location, Location**
Every service a patient receives must be enumerated for statistical and billing purposes. The type of procedure, who performs it, and where it is performed determine which coding system is used. This chapter provides information about ICD-10-PCS, CPT, and HCPCS procedure coding.
Chapter 4: How Codes Are Used for Reimbursement

Why is the same procedure paid at a different rate if performed in a doctor’s office as opposed to a hospital-based clinic? How can a broken hip affect the hospital’s reimbursement for a heart-attack patient? This chapter covers payment mechanisms based on coding.

Chapter 5: Coding for Dollars

Tying coding to reimbursement opened the door to potential healthcare organization attempts to “game the system” with fraudulent coding to get more money from payers. What steps have been taken to prevent this? What are the current ethical dilemmas of coders today?

Chapter 6: Solving Your Healthcare Coding Problems

What can you do if your insurance claims are turned down due to coding disputes? This chapter provides direction on how to analyze the problem as well as resources you can access by phone, mail, or the Internet.

Chapter 7: Coding as a Career

Popular magazines contain tantalizing ads that claim you can code at home or run your own medical billing service and make mega-bucks. The reality of a coding career does not always involve huge financial return, but coding is guaranteed to be challenging and intriguing. Check out this chapter to see what skills are needed for success.

Appendices

In addition, appendices at the back of the book contain specific national rules and regulations about coding and billing. Take a look at these to see if any problems you are having could be due to someone not following the rules. A single character error in a diagnosis or procedure code could cost you.
Writing a book is a lot more fun if the topic is fascinating. I love medical coding because it is ever changing and also appeals to my innate need for “a place for everything and everything in its place.” The politics of coding reveal national power struggles over which systems will be implemented and who will benefit. Most members of the public haven’t a clue how coding affects their health and their wallets.

What could offer more drama?

The writing is also a lot easier if the author is spoiled by someone who takes on the other tasks of daily life. My husband, Ed, expanded his culinary repertoire considerably during the revisions for this Second Edition, and our dinners were truly “dining” and not just eating.

Thanks also to everyone at Jones & Bartlett Learning, who are not only helpful, but also nice. Chloe Falivene and Nick Alakel provided much-needed technical advice. Jennifer Coker used intelligence and common sense in copyediting. Brooke Appe and
Amy Rathburn helped with images and editing, while Sophie Teague made a difference in marketing this specialized publication. Publisher Mike Brown encouraged me to do this book and provided ongoing guidance.

As said in previous books, my thanks to coders everywhere. We share a profession where we are willing to help each other, which makes it even more worthwhile.